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ABSTRACT: In both Telemachus' journey to the Peloponnese and the
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Telemachy: A Mediterranean Initiation?
Last year,1 the coincidence of reading the third book of the
Odyssey with my students and preparing a Serbian edition of Arnold van Gennep's classical book Rites de passage (1909) gave me
the opportunity to experiment with a kind of research which was
promoted with Sir James G. Frazer's Golden Bough. It is so the called anthropological approach to the classical mythology, which consists in interpreting it in the light of primitive or semi-civilised peoples' customs and beliefs and of modern folklore. By explaining
many Greek and Romans myths as reflecting archaic rituals, Frazer
inspired the formation of the so called Cambridge Myth and Ritual
1 The present paper is in its first part based on a lecture held on September
19th, 2006 at the European Summer School of Classics in Trieste, Italy. The underlying ideas are for the first time expressed in Loma 2005a, XXXVIII ff.
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school, which, in its turn, influenced some modern scholars, among
others Walter Burkert. For his book Van Gennep himself took inspiration from The Golden Bough, as well as from the works of French
sociologists Durkheim, Hubert and Mauss. In Les rites de passage
van Gennep only establishes the scheme of the “rites of passage",
but makes himself no attempt to apply it to the interpretation of ancient texts. However, his book was inspiring for many modern interpreters of Greek myth, especially in France, for example Pierre
Vidal-Naquet and his Black Hunter.2 According to van Gennep and
his followers, a rite of passage consists, generally speaking, of three
phases; first, separation from a former state; second, the liminal period between two states; third, reintegration to the society and incorporation into a new social group. This structure appears most clearly in the rites of initiation, and among them in those sanctioning
the transition from childhood to adulthood, where the transitory
phase is especially developed; in the primitive cultures this includes
as a rule retreat in the wild, diverse tests of courage and endurance,
but also learning the traditional lore of the tribe. Let me call your
attention to the last point. If the preparation for initiation regularly
included teaching and learning of various components of the oral
tradition, this ritual complex must have been of considerable importance not only for preservation, but also for development of traditional literary forms, and perhaps even the birth-place of some of
them. Such an assumption was already put forward by Eliade about
the epic poetry, and one might extend it to some other genres, for
instance, to the fairy tale. As an example, chosen at random, I shall
sum up the plots of two Lithuanian tales, both having parallels all
around the world.3 Seven boys all born and baptised on the same
day go in the footsteps of their fathers into a haunted castle hidden
in a deep forest and stay there for seven years till the predicted
night, as they, having withstood horrible intimidations, break the
spell and eventually marry seven disenchanted princesses. The other
tale is about a princess who falls in love with a simple boy, takes
him to her castle and wants to marry him; but on the eve of the
marriage he flees by sea as far as Turkey, where he becomes the favourite slave of the king; the princess makes inquiries about him
and finally finds out the truth; she sails herself to Turkey, starts
2

P. Vidal-Naquet, Le chasseur noir et l'origine de l'éphébie athénienne, Annales, Economies, Sociétés, Civilisations 23, pp. 623—628, reprinted in: id., Le
chasseur noir: Formes de pensée et formes de société dans le monde grec, Editions
La Découverte, Paris 1981, engl. translation Baltimor/London 1986.
3 Apá prakéiktñ pìlà and Apá Kurszùkñ, reproduced by A. Leskien Litauisches
Lesebuch, Heidelberg 1919, pp. 3—11 resp. 11—15.
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working there for the king as a dressmaker, and after many peripeties and dangers joins her fiancé, who explains that he fled from her
because he felt ashamed of his simplicity and ignorance; eventually
they both return home, marry, and after her father's death he inherits the throne. In both tales there is a clearly expressed motif of the
pre-initiatory separation combined with various tests; the former tale
emphasises the collectivity of a new generation to be initiated, as
well as the continuity between two generations; in the latter, the initiation is singularised, but it includes both sexes.
Common to both plots is also the motif of marriage, which is
here in place, because the initiation is a precondition for marriage
for both young men and girls, and usually it ends in marriage. It is
especially apparent in South-Slavic poems dealing with the so-called “obstructed marriage", where the bridegroom himself or his
(young and unmarried) champion has to fulfill several tasks in order
to win the bride. The underlying sense is obviously that, in the
pre-historic societies, a young man could get married only after having proved his maturity by passing through a proper warrior initiation. The epic tasks are partially mythicised, the last and the hardest
one being usually a duel with a dragon-like, three-headed monster;
however, the ritual basis of this motif is transparent in the variants
where the monstrous adversary is explained to be simply a relative
of the bride or her father's servant, disguised in order to frighten
the young hero, i.e. to test his courage; moreover, some of the tasks
set before the epic Suitor, including a similar masquerade, are still a
part of South-Slavic nuptial customs. As I tried to show in a book
tracing back “The Slavic and Indo-European Roots of the Serbian
Epic" (Loma 2002, 73 ff.), this theme is a common Indo-European
heritage, which may be recognised in other traditional epics; thus,
for instance, in the ninth and tenth “Adventures" of the Nibelungenlied, where the young hero Siegfried on behalf of Gunther woos
Brunhilde (cf. now also Loma 2005b), or in the episode in Shahnameh, Persian Epic of the Kings, where Feridun — he, too, a legendary dragon-fighter — disguises himself as a fire-dragon in order to
tempt his three sons returning home with their brides. Further comparative evidence — Celtic, Nordic, Indian — was already provided
by Georges Dumézil (1969, 133 ff.) who also pointed out the parallelism between those Indo-European sagas and the initiation rites
among some North-American Indian tribes, which culminate in a feigned duel with a marionette representing a mythical two- or three-headed snake.
As a traditional epic's theme, young hero's initiation in not lacking in Homer. A clear instance of it is the story of Bellerophon as
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told in the sixth book of the Iliad (152 ff.). The youth refused the
love of the king's wife and was consequently sent to a remote and
dangerous mission during which he performed a series of exploits,
among others the killing of a fire breathing monster, Chimaera, and
eventually won a foreign princess. Here as elsewhere, a young hero's chastity seems to reflect the ritual prohibition of the sexual intercourse before and during the initiation.
In the Iliad, this is merely a digressive episode; in the plot of
this poem there is no place for an initiation theme, for we meet its
heroes after ten years of fighting around Troy, at a moment when
all of them are already experienced warriors. It is only in the
Odyssey, a further decade having passed and a new generation risen,
that a young hero appears to be initiated, Telemachus. However, his
story does not provide much ritual elements to be recognised, at
least at first sight. Only Telemachus' attempt to bend his father's
bow in book XXI 101 ff. (128 f.), which would have succeeded had
not Odysseus nodded in warning, seems to reflect a traditional theme of young warrior initiation (cf. Eckert 1963, 52, 54; Moreau
1992).4 The very name TÊlémachos, “battler-at-a-distance", which
was known to the poet of the Iliad, reflects his father's distinction
as an archer (West 1988, 91) and thus proves the bow bending scene to have been a part of an epic legend earlier to our Odyssey.5
As for the first four books of the Odyssey, where Telemachus
plays the central role, they apparently provide no motifs of a classical epic initiation. Let us briefly recall their contents. Having decided that Odysseus must finally return home, Zeus sends Hermes to
Calypso's island to free Odysseus from her — which will be accomplished in book V — and Athena to Ithaca, where she, disguised as Odysseus' guest-friend Mentes, suggests to Telemachus to go
to Pylos and Sparta to get from Nestor and Menelaus some information on his father, and encourages the youth to act against the
Suitors. At a feast in Odysseus' house, he energetically warns the
Suitors to leave; surprised by this manifestation of self-confidence,
they nevertheless do not take the youth seriously. Next day Telemachus calls all the Ithacans and Suitors together for an assembly,
where he complains to the people of the Suitors' behaviour, repeats
his warning to them and finally tells about the journey he is undertaking. It is again Athena, now in the guise of his father's old friend
4 According to the former, further initiatory motifs of the final battle in the
hall are scarification of Telemachus (cut near the wrist by Amphimedon's spear),
the revelation (epopteia) of the totemic aegis of Athena to all present, tyrannizing
of women (the hanging of the twelve maidservants by Telemachus).
5 Of its ritual frame and possible parallels see more below.
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Mentor, who gets crew and ship and will travel together with the
young man. They put out to sea and the next morning reach Pylos.
Nestor receives them friendly, but has no much to say about Odysseus. On the next day Telemachus resumes his journey to Sparta
with a chariot, accompanied by Nestor's son Peisistratus. Hospitably
entertained by Menelaus, Telemachus learns from him that Odysseus was being held on the island of Calypso; he declines Menelaus'
invitation to stay two weeks as his guest, and prepares himself for
the way back. Meanwhile, the Suitors conspire to murder him as he
returns home. The story is interrupted here and does not continue
till book XV, where the return of Telemachus is described.
In this initial part of the Odyssey, which is centered on Telemachus and consequently was named “Telemachy", already the ancient commentators, who were inclined to trace almost all back to
Homer, saw a kind of paideía,6 and some modern scholars share the
same view.7 As a literary genre, the ancient Paideia, with its classical instance in Xenophon's “Education of Cyrus", is considered predecessor to the modern Bildungsroman. The German term may be
translated as “novel of education" or “novel of formation"; it is a
novel which traces the spiritual, moral, psychological, or social development of the main character from childhood to maturity. The
stress lies on the sociological aspect, consisting in the gradual accommodation of the protagonist into his society, which begins, as a
rule, with the youth leaving his home, experiencing some form of
loss and discontent. Thus the Bildungsroman interweaves often with
the travel novel, German Reiseroman. The genre is well represented
in Western literature, let us mention Jean-Jacques Barthélemy's Voyage of Young Anacharsis in Greece (Voyage du jeune Anacharsis
en Grèce, 1787), Goethe's Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship (Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, 1795) continued by Wilhelm Meister's
Travels (Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, 1829),
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Twain; Mark Twain's
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adventures_of_Huckleberry_Finn;
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885), Hermann Hesse's Siddhartha 1922, etc. In support of the theory of ancient roots of the
genre traceable back to Homer, it might be indicative that one of
6 Thus Porphyry, Quaest. Homer. on Od. I 284: e mn prÒfasij xtasin
ece patrÕj panÒdou, skopÕj d' taÚthj pa deusij.
7 E. g. Werner Jaeger, pointing out the “educational nature" of Telemachus'
trip (1934, 20 ff.). There is a general question of the presence or absence of a change in Telemachus, cf. Clarke 1963, n. 16 on 140 f.; Millar/Carmichael 1954, who
conclude p. 58, that he is “the only character in Greek literature who shows any development", growing from nèpios and reaching the hèbÊs métron (XIX 530 ff.).
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the earliest examples of Bildungsroman in European literature, Fénelon's Adventures of Telemachus, Son of Ulysses, published in
1699, claimed to be “a sequel to the first four books of the Odyssey". Its hero pursues the quest for his father all over the Mediterranean and beyond. The action is not only adventurous, but also
highly didactic: on the way Telemachus receives from his tutor
Mentor an initiation into various domains: geography, warfare, arts,
emotional life, etc.
Already in the Telemachy all the elements of a Bildungsroman
are found (cf. Clarke 1963, 141). Moreover: the separation from the
home and the family which means the end of the childhood; a long
wandering which is both adventurous and educative; reintegration
into society as a matured person — all this recalls an initiatory scenario. Was the Telemachy originally a story of initiation? No wonder, that some modern scholars put forward such a view, especially
Eckert 1963, Clarke 1963, Moreau 1992, and most recently Sauzeau
1998, who proposes an interpretation of the Telemachy as a mystical journey between the poles of darkness and light, underworld and
upper world, represented respectively by Pylos and Argos (i.e. Sparta).8 But rather than to discover a possible mythological background
of the story, it would be necessary to recognise in it some ritual elements, which might support the theory of its initiatory provenance;
and this seems impossible without reconsidering, in brief, the general problem the Telemachy poses within the Odyssey. This question
is an old and much discussed one: whether the Telemachy was
composed as an integral part of the Odyssey, or it was originally a
separate Kleinepos, subsequently incorporated in an already composed poem.9 We cannot examine all the philological arguments pro
and con, but only concentrate on the main questions of composition
and coherence. Indeed, the Telemachy has no close connection with
the central plot of the Odyssey; moreover, it lacks intrinsic logic.
Athena, who is protecting Odysseus and his house, incites his young
son to a long journey, although she knows that it will not achieve
its purpose — indeed, any information Telemachus can possibly get
concerning his father she already has! — and that it is dangerous
not only to the youth, but also to Odysseus' cause at home, because
in Telemachus' absence Penelope might be compelled to remarry.
Telemachus himself incautiously increases this risk by provoking
the Suitors before his departure. In the framework of the main action of the Odyssey, which is concentrated on Odysseus' happy re8 Already Moreau 1992, 97 f. interpreted the voyage to Pylos as a "descente
aux Enfers".
9 Cf. Heubeck 1988, 17, West 1988, 52 f., with further references.
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turn home and his reestablishment in all his rights and possessions,
Telemachus' enterprise seems both illogical and needless,10 if not
harmful.11
However, the hero of the Telemachy is not Odysseus, but Telemachus. From his own point of view, apart from Odyssey's interests
and divine intrigues, his conduct is logical and well motivated. Son
of a king who is believed to be dead, the boy may aspire, according
to the patrilineal principle, to succeed to his father as the ruler of
Ithaca, but in this hereditary right he is endangered by another, apparently matriarchal usage, according to which a king's widow was
allowed, or rather obliged to remarry, in order to choose with her
new husband a successor to the throne.12 Once he reached maturity,
Telemachus starts his struggle for the kingship of Ithaca, playing
the king in all respects. At home, the youth appears as the master of
the king's house, solemnly receiving his father's guest-friend Mentes (I 119 ff.) and boldly addressing the unwelcome guests, his mother's Suitors (I 367 ff.). Outdoor, he tries to strengthen his position
in domestic politics, by asking support from the Ithacan assembly
(II 1 ff.), as well as in foreign affairs, by reestablishing connections
with his father's allies, and this seems to have been the very purpose of his oversea journey.
10

The threat spoken by Telemachus in the assembly II 317 is ironically interpreted by Suitors II 325 ff. that he hoped for some military aid against them from
Pylos or Sparta, but there is no mention of it during his voyage, neither by himself
nor by his hosts (only Nestor III 217 admits the possibility of the sÚmpantej 'Acaio
helping to Odysseus once returned to reestablish himself in Ithaca). Cf. Clarke
1963, 141, n. 17.
11 This is repeatedly expressed by the poet himself, through the mouth of
Eurycleia II 363 ff., Odysseus XIII 417 ff. and Eumaeus XIV 178 ff. (cf. Clarke
1963, 132 f.); the problem has been discussed by ancient commentators (e.g.
Porphyry l.c.: ¥topoj enai doke Thlem£cou ¹ ¢podhm a) as well as by modern
scholars (for the various modern explanations of Telemachus' journey cf. Rose
1967, 391; Jones 1988, 505 f., with bibliography). In I 95 Athena explains that she
will guide Telemachus to Sparta and to Pylos ºd' na min kloj sqlÕn n ¢nqrèpoisin cVsin “that good report may be his among men" (I 95, transl. Murray; cf.
XIII 422, where she gives the same answer to Odysseus, who blames her for having instigated his son to take a dangerous trip instead of telling him truth). There
is the question of the precise meaning of kloj in the given context. The simpliest
interpretation is that “Telemachus will be praised for his exertions" (West 1988,
87), but Jones may be right in supposing that to be the account of Telemachus'
“truest identitity", “the account of himself which he needed to hear", from Nestor,
Menelaus and Helen, that “he is indeed the true son of his father" (1988, 499 ff.).
12 The contradiction is clearly reflected in Antinous' behaviour, who on the
one hand recognizes Telemachus' hereditary title to throne (I 387: Ó toi geneÍ patrèÒn stin) and on the other aspires to make himself the king by marrying Penelope (XXII 48 ff.). Cf. Clarke 1963, 129, to the meaning of basileÚj in Homer
West 1988, 122 f.
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All this may corroborate the old hypothesis that the Telemachy
was an originally independent poem, a story about young prince defending his father's throne against usurpers, which was later incorporated in our Odyssey and reinterpreted into a story of a son in search for his father.13 This was done with a great skill, which makes
the Telemachy a charming introduction to the great poem, but still
the way that some badly fitting details and a general inconsequence
remained allow us to form an idea of the original motivation.
Generally, we can agree with its ancient interpretation as a paideía, keeping in mind that the pre-initiatory separation is as a rule
connected with recounting myths of the tribe to the initiates by their
elders, “initiants", a role played here by Nestor and Menelaus, who
transmit to the youth grown up in a fatherless feminine environment
stories of heroic deeds. However, the time concerned here is not a
mythical remote past, illud tempus, but the aftermath of the Trojan
war, with the main attention paid to the exploits of Odysseus himself and of another hero's son avenging his father, Orestes. Therefore one can agree with Clarke 1963, 141 when he stresses that the
Telemachy “is not a rite of initiation in the anthropological sense of
a set of artificial dangers contrived to test a candidate's reactions",
and with Eckert 1963, 56, who states that the “growth to maturity
through paradigmatic knowledge, which is certainly the central symbolism of the Telemachia, differs from primitive instruction in the
group myths by its emphasis upon the necessity for a personal decision on Telemachus' part". Nevertheless, the Telemachy does not
lack elements which may have their origin in ritual. There is at least
one recognised as such by both scholars cited above. It is the motif
of Telemachus concealing his journey from Penelope (II 372 ff.),
which may have been motivated by ceremonial requirements.14 According to Clarke, to be initiated into his father's heroic world, Telemachus “must rid himself of his feminine inhibitions" (1963, 132;
cf. id. 1967, 31 f.), and in the same sense his rude addressing of Penelope I 356 ff. is to be understood.15 Eckert 1963, 50 f. recognises
here the motif, found in the puberty rituals among the primitives, of
boys being secretly removed at night and their mothers told that the
13 It might be indicative that Telemachus repeatedly (I 166 ff., 413 ff., III
241 f.) expresses his conviction that his father must have perished and will never
return (according to West 1988, 98, he “denies what he most wishes").
14 Otherwise it may be explained by Telemachus' fear of his mother's potentially plotting with the Suitors and blocking him in his desire to succeed to the
throne.
15 Anyway I see no good reason to suspect here, with Aristarchus and West
1988, 120, an interpolation.
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gods have stolen them; cf. here the role of Athena = Mentor.16 Moreover, there is a further ritual aspect in what we assumed to have
been the political background of the Pre-Homeric poem, which is
still transparent in our Odyssey, but not adequately evaluated so far.
In the case of a king's son, the initiation must have been more developed than that of simple youths, i.e. besides the military training
it probably included a kind of introduction into state affairs. In the
archaic Greece the relations of guest-friendship, Hom. xeiníÊ, between chieftains played a very important role, which equated to later
alliances between states. The most natural way to be initiated into
this particular field of his future activities was for a young prince to
pay a visit to his father's guest-friends. In normal circumstances, it
would have been the king himself who took his son with him during such a visit, but in the absence of Odysseus his trusted old
friend Mentor is the most suitable person to accompany Telemachus
on his initiating journey, which we may compare to the oversea
adventure of the future king and queen in the Lithuanian tale.
Guest-friendship of the ancient Greeks was, just as similar customs among the semi-civilised peoples of today, highly ritualised,
one of its most important ritual elements being the exchange of
gifts.17 An interesting parallel is provided by the ceremonial exchange system called Kula among the Melanesians of the southeastern part of Papua New Guinea as described in Bronislav Malinowski's Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922). In the “Kula ring",
which spans eighteen islands, thousands of men take part, mostly
the chiefs, who travel hundreds of miles by canoe in order to
exchange shell-disc necklaces and shell armbands, the former circling clockwise to the north and the latter in the opposite direction.
There is no economic interest in this circulation of “valuables", for
they are non-use items, but rather serve purely to enhance the social status and prestige of their temporary owners. The Telemachy,
which starts with Telemachus put to a test of hospitality by Athena
— which he passes by treating his father's guest — friend (patrçïos
xeînos I 175 f.) Mentes worthily and offering him a guest gift (I
309 ff.), ends with the youth coming back home with the rich
xeínia presented to him by Menelaus (IV 589 ff.),18 and we can
16 As Moreau pointed out (1992, 97), Telemachus travels accompanied by his
homÊlikíÊ (III 364), the boys (koûroi IV 652) of the same age, which hints at a
group initiation.
17 Cf. West 1988, 114, with further references.
18 Passed on, as in the case of Melanezian kula, rather than given in return;
cf. the repeated mention of Menelaus' wealth consisting mainly in the keim»lia he
collected during his wanderings all over the Mediteranean (IV 80; 90; 615 ff.). For
the Theoclymenus episode see below.
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imagine that by displaying this acquisition from abroad he, not unlike Papuan chiefs, increased his authority in the Ithacan community. In our Odyssey, the keimèlia pollà kaì esthlá (XV 159) Telemachus brings with him to Ithaca must be kept safe before the final
clash with the Suitors, but the care he takes of Menelaus' kállima
dôra (consisting of precious clothing and gold, XV 206) and perhaps even the patronymic of his comrade Peiraeus whom he entrusts with them, KlytídÊs / Klþtios, “son of the Renowned one"
(XV 539 ff.; XVI 327), suggest that they have something to do with
the kléos the young prince won on his trip.
Let us draw a first conclusion. Whereas it is well known that
Greek comedy and tragedy are deeply rooted in Dionysian rite, the
ritual roots of some other genres are less obvious and still to be uncovered. In the case of the Telemachy, however, the modern anthropological literature proved to be useful also, for a better understanding of ancient texts as a ray of light fell from the remote Pacific
onto the old Mediterranean.
Suitors Killing: a Story of Missing Initiation?
To supplement my Triestine lecture, I would like to point out
that in the Odyssey the initiatory theme is not limited to the Telemachy, but recurs like a leitmotif through the whole poem. Odysseus himself takes there a twofold initiation. The first one, retrospectively narrated in XIX 392 ff., took place in his youth as he paid a
visit to his maternal grandfather Autolycus and went on a hunting
trip which resulted in him killing his first wild boar and being marked for life by a scar its tusk left upon his thigh (cf. Clarke 1963, n.
18 on 141). A parallel with Telemachus'journey is provided by the
motif of gifts previously promised and eventually presented by Autolycus to his grandson (although these gifts are called here not
xeínia, but dôra, the giver being a blood relative and not a guest-friend). In Odysseus' mature age, his wanderings and adventures
represent in a way subsequent, higher initiation, mystically culminating in his visit to the Land of the Dead, which means a mystical
death followed by a rebirth, for after having lost everything and endured all tests the hero is eventually restored to his former life as
father, husband and king.19
19 Cf. Eckert 1963, 52 (“the voyage of Odysseus includes many motifs found
in initiatory myths and rituals"), Clarke 1963, 139 (“Odysseus needs no education
in the ways of this world; now his experience has been deepened by exposure to
the ways of the other world"), Heubeck 1989, 8 (Odysseus loses “first his fleet and
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It is well known that in ancient Greece the Homeric poems
were highly esteemed not only for their literary achievment, but
also for their great didactic value, as an inexhaustible source of both
practical and ethical instruction. A Proto-Odyssey may have had its
educational purpose too; presumably it was less concerned with bardic entertainment and more concentrated on the social life of an archaic and highly ritualised society, with the epic legends providing
the main contents of the traditional lore transmitted to the young
initiates during their preparatory seclusion. Its message would have
been that every young man must pass the proper initiation — a moral which may be drawn not only from the positive example of Telemachus, but also from the negative one of the Suitors. The initiatory aspect of Suitors' behaviour and of their violent death is less
noticed, because it was neglected by the poet of our Odyssey;
however, the present poem contains echoes of an earlier version,
where this particular aspect seems to have stood in the foreground.
One of them is the bow bending motif which constitutes the framework for the denouement scene of the Odyssey, the killing of the
Suitors. As it is said above, bending a hero's bow is an initiatory
task par excellence having its close counterpart in the legend of
Scythian origins as told by Herodotus IV 8—10,20 where Greek and
Iranian elements are intermingled.21 It can be specifically tied to the
conquering of a bride, as in the case of Indian hero Rama, who in
order to win a princess at Sita's svayamvara was challenged to
string the bow of Shiva (he broke it into two).22 Odysseus' bow has
a pedigree too: once it belonged to Apollo's grandson Eurytus (XXI
13 ff.), a famous archer who arranged an archery contest for those
who wanted to win the hand of his daughter (cf. Crissy 1997). Significantly enough, in Ithaca the archery contest takes place on the
most of his men, then the rest of his companions and his last ship together with his
possessions, and, finally, even his own identity; a nameless Nobody stands naked
and defenceless before Nausicaa … but here, at the lowest point in his fortunes …
there are seeds of renewed life; this is the starting-point for a final arduous journey,
which … leads to a recovery of identity, to a reestablishment of existence in human
society").
20 While driving Geryones' cows, Heracles came to the northern Pontus and
met there Echidna, a half-serpentine woman, whom he impregnated with three
sons. Upon departing he instructed her to test their sons when they grew up with
his bow and his girdle he left behind; eventually it was Skythes, the eponym of the
Scythians, who proved to be able to string his father's bow and gird himself with
the girdle.
21 Cf. Raevskij 1977, 39 ff.
22 RamÜyaùa I 10. For the comparison with Indian epics cf. G. Germain,
Genèse de l'Odyssée. La fantastique et le sacré, Paris 1954, 13 ff. (cited by Moreau 1992, 101).
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feast of Apollo (XXI 258 f., 267 f., 338, 364 f.), who is not only
klytótoxos (267), the famed archer, but also akersekómÊs, with unshorn hair, the divine personification of ephebes standing on the
threshold of manhood and thus the patron of the male initiation (cf.
Burkert 1985, 144 f.). In India, ¡iva- 'the Kindly One' is the later,
euphemistic name of Vedic god Rudra, also named ¡arva- 'the Archer',23 the arrow being his essential attribut; he is leader of Maruts,24 the cohort of storm and war gods which represents a celestial
counterpart to Indo-Iranian bands of young warriors (marya-). It has
been shown by Roger Goossens more than half a century ago that
Rudra and Apollo go back together to a common Indo-European
prototype of the Divine Archer presiding over the initiatory rites of
the Männerbünde (Grégoire 1949, 127 ff., esp. 161—164); and
maybe we can speak of the Proto-Indo-European epic theme of archery contest in a context both initiatory and matrimonial.
Does that mean that the Suitors, or at least some of them, originally exemplified still uninitiated young men? At first glance it is
improbable, for they were all older than Telemachus and consequently of mature age, past ephebeía. Some were old enough to remember Odysseus before he left for Troy twenty years before (thus
Antinous, XXI 93 ff.). Normally they should all have been initiated
long before the date of Odysseus' return; however, they seem not to
have been, although this fact is never explicitly stated in our Odyssey but only implied by its plot. According to XVI 245 ff., the Suitors came from Dulichium, Same, Zacynthus and Ithaca. The latter
three islands are those wherefrom Odysseus recruited the contingent
he led in twelve ships against Troy (Il. II 631), whereas the Dulichians are said to have come under command of his nephew Meges
(ib. 625 ff.). There is no mention of Meges in the poem; moreover,
another king named Acastus is mentioned as ruling over Dulichians
at the time of its main action.25 In may be significant that neither
information about Odysseus nor help against the Suitors is hoped
for from this island so close to Ithaca and from its dynasty related
to Odysseus' house, which would have been normally the case, if
Meges and/or a part of his men did come back. But the poet of the
Odyssey was obviously uninterested in establishing prosopographic
ties between Odysseus' contingent at Troy as mentioned in the
23 This name is perhaps the oldest, for it is common to the ancient Iranians,
cf. the Avestan demon Saurva-.
24 Sometimes called their father (pitar marutÜm, voc., Rigveda II 33, 1).
25 By Odysseus himself, in the feigned story he tells to Eumaeus XIV 336.
There was a tradition, reflected in the great fresco painted by Polygnotus at Delphi,
according to which Meges survived the capture of Troy, cf. Paus. X 25 f.
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Iliad, his crew in the Wanderings26 and the people of his homeland
in the Return.27 An earlier epic dealing with the Return may have
been less indifferent to this problem. The men who went against
Troy should have been — at least according to epic logic — the
best and noblest of their countries; consequently, the loss of them
all must have caused in Odysseus' kingdom, and probably also in
Dulichion, a generation crisis. This was not without impact on the
wooing of Penelope, the implication being that her Suitors, said to
be from the noblest houses of those islands and all of an age over
twenty, were, for the most part, sons of those who followed Odysseus and Meges to Trojan war and never returned to their families.
The poet, who concentrates on the situation in Odysseus' house, fails to envisage this circumstance, that not only Telemachus, but also
most Suitors had grown up without their fathers;28 and what we
learn from the Telemachus' journey is that a father was needed to
introduce his son into heroic life.29 A grandfather, such as Laertes,
was not a proper substitute, so that the goddess Athena herself, disguised as Mentor, must jump into the role of initiant;30 and much of
the youth's subsequent learning is based on the stories about his
father's person and deeds, as told by Nestor and Menelaus.31 Even
if we allow that the initiation could be performed by a relative from
the maternal side,32 this possibility would also have been limited
under the circumstances. Because of the intermarriage between the
26 Only the number of Odysseus' ships matches that of the fleet with which
he had once come to Troy: in the beginning, they were twelve (IX 159, cf. Il. II
637).
27 On the other hand, Heubeck (1989, 10 f.) points out “a certain similarity
between what the poet tells us of Penelope's Suitors and the actions and fate of
Odysseus' men during their wanderings", both groups being “envisaged as rivals to
Odysseus" and “subject to folly and blindness".
28 In XVIII 125 ff. Odysseus mentions father of the Suitor Amphinomus, Nisus of Dulichium, as known to him by hearsay; Melaneus, the father of Amphimedon, is said XXIV 102 ff. to have been a guest friend of Agamemnon, without
mentioning his eventual participation in the expedition led by the latter against
Troy; Antinous' father Eupeithes lives to see the death of his son and to lead the
revolt against Odysseus (XXIV 423 sq.).
29 Cf. Clarke 1963, 143 f.: Telemachus' “search is for more than news of his
father: he seeks the social and family assurance of the heroic age, where sons are
like their fathers because they have grown up in their shadows".
30 Already in the guise of Mentes she speaks to Telemachus éj te pat¾r ï
paid I 308.
31 According to Rose 1967, 398, Telemachus in the Telemachy gradually becomes worthy of being the son of Odysseus.
32 As in the case above-mentioned of Autolycus initiating Odysseus himself,
which is a clear instance of Indo-European avunculate.
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noble families of Ithaca and other islands, fathers-in-law would also
be missing! Consequently the Suitors are representatives of a fatherless post-war generation, which is a handicap resulting in their social immaturity. Despite their age, they prove themselves to be unprepared not only for the roles assigned to them by birth, those of
leading warriors and petty kings, but also for the ordinary ones of
masters of households and husbands. All over the world marriage is
prohibited before one is formally admitted to adulthood, which in
the archaic societies presupposes male initiation; and until a youth
passes it his sexual life is subject to restrictions. But what happens
in Ithaca? In spite of their social and legal incapacity, the noblest
youths from all over the region dare to woo no less than the absent
king's wife and additionally to court his maids. This unruliness of
the Suitors provokes what we may call a nuptial blockade. The
queen resists for three years, and none of her Suitors, who are more
than a hundred most desirable bachelors in this part of the Greek
world, looks for any other bride. In Sparta, which otherwise serves
the poet as contrast to the Ithacan disorder, the situation is opposite.
There Menalaus, a heroic father who came back from the war, celebrates with his geítones and etaí a double marriage of his son and
daughter at the moment of Telemachus' arrival (IV 1 ff.). Only with
Odysseus' return is the social order reestablished in his kingdom,
but in a drastic way: he subjects the Suitors to a collective initiatiory trial, they all fail to pass it and their failure is followed by the
violent death of them all. Although this may be understood as an
act of personal revenge, Odysseus himself explains it (XXII 411 ff.)
as a lot assigned to them by gods (moîra theôn, pótmos) because of
their reckless deeds (schétlia érga, atasthalíai), for they “honoured
no one of men upon the earth, were he evil or good, whosoever came among them". Penelope says the same, with almost the same
words (hþbris, kakà érga, atasthalíai) at XXIII 63 ff. Otherwise formulated, the Suitors deserved their fate for they steadily violated the
laws of hospitality both as intrusive guests in Odysseus' house and
as usurping masters of it. The contrast is especially sharp between
their behaviour and what we called here Telemachus' initiation,
which starts with the youth appropriately receiving a guest (Mentes)
and proceeds mainly by him learning and training the same rules of
guestfriendship. The emphasis put on it is paralleled by the importance given in the poem to Zeus Xeínios, the only deity believed to
be common to all civilised peoples (Greeks, Egyptians: XIV 283 f.)
but ignored by barbarians (Cyclopes: IX 270 ff.), who watches not
only over xeiníÊ but generally over all relations between the non34

-consanguineous, including foreigners, refugees (also called Hikésios), and captives.33 As I have long surmised,34 Zeus may have inherited this particular function from his Indo-European prototype
Dyèus, the divinised Sky, in view of the importance the early Indo-Europeans attached to those relationships, as reflected both in
vocabulary (the same words PIE *Âhostis, Greek *xénwos, Vedic
arí- meaning 'guest', 'foreigner' and 'enemy', gentlemen being designated as 'guest-masters': Slavic gospoda, Vedic aryá-)35 and in
some archaic customs concerning war-prisoners and hostages. Thus
whereas the repeated attempts to detect Near-Eastern influences in
the Odyssey might be plausible for some details of Odysseus' wanderings,36 the story of his return proves to be deeply rooted in Indo-European traditions — although typological parallels to it may be
found as far away as Oceania.
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Aleksandar Loma
DO HOMERA PREKO VAN GENEPA:
NEKE INICIJACIJSKE TEME U ODISEJI
Rezime
U prva åetiri pevawa Odiseje središwu ulogu igra Odisejev
sin Telemah, pa se taj deo speva katkad naziva „Telemahijom", a ima
struåwaka koji pretpostavqaju da je on mogao biti zasebna epska pesma pre nego što je uklopqen u našu Odiseju. Telemah, koji je u doba
oåeva odlaska pod Troju bio novoroðenåe, sada je izrastao u dvadesetogodišweg mladiãa, koga ne samo u wegovom naslednom pravu na
presto, nego i u ulozi gospodara vlastitog doma ugroÿavaju majåini
prosci; ispoqavajuãi novosteåenu samosvest, on oštro istupa protiv wih, najpre u dvoru, a zatim u skupštini, pa u pratwi bogiwe
Atine u liku Odisejeva prijateqa Mentora preduzima dalek put preko mora, na Peloponez, ne bi li doznao nešto o svome ocu od wegovih saboraca. Nestor u Pilu i Menelaj u Sparti lepo ga doåekuju,
ali mu o Odiseju ne mogu reãi ništa više od onoga što Atina veã
zna; stoga je sa gledišta glavne radwe Odiseje, usmerene na Odisejev
povratak i wegovo ponovno preuzimawe mesta koje mu u porodici i
društvu pripada, Telemahovo putovawe puko gubqewe vremena, i to
priliåno opasno, jer je iza sebe kod kuãe ostavio razdraÿene prosce, koji bi u wegovom odsustvu mogli prisiliti Penelopu da se
preuda (zapravo, oni se spremaju da ga u povratku iz zasede ubiju).
Ono što Telemah na tom putu dobija, pre svega je posredno upoznavawe sa sopstvenim ocem kroz Nestorova, Menelajeva i Helenina
kazivawa o wemu i potvrda, iz wihovih usta, da je pravi i dostojan
sin toga oca; no osim te psihološke, samospoznajne, wegov boravak
u Pilu i Sparti ima i širu „pedagošku" dimenziju, zbog åega je
još u antici „Telemahija" oznaåavana kao svojevrsna paideía, preteåa novovekovnog „obrazovnog" romana (Bildungsroman). Tamo Telemah
ima priliku da se uputi ne samo u usmeno predawe o junaåkim podvizima prethodnog i sopstvenog naraštaja (trojanski junaci, Orest),
nego i u pravila ponašawa u „velikom svetu" koji predstavqaju Ne37

storov i Menelajev dvor. Stoga se moÿe prihvatiti tumaåewe po kojem je „Telemahija" svojevrsna inicijacija, vangenepovski „obred
prelaza" iz deåaštva u junaštvo, premda je jedini dosad prepoznat
ritualni elemenat u woj Telemahovo potajno napuštawe majåinog
okriqa u kojem je odrastao. Ovde se ukazuje na drugi moguãi odraz
obredne podloge Telemahovog putovawa, i to na osnovu prostorno i
vremenski daleke analogije koju pruÿa melaneÿanski obiåaj zvani
kula, opisan u kwizi Bronislava Malinovskog Argonauti zapadnog
Pacifika. U „prstenu kule", koji obuhvata osamnaest ostrva, uåestvuju hiqade qudi, veãinom poglavice, koji prelaze u åunovima
stotine miqa da bi razmewivali ogrlice i narukvice od škoqki,
pri åemu one prve kruÿe u smeru kazaqke na satu, a ove druge u obrnutom smeru; u toj razmeni nema ekonomskog interesa, jer ti predmeti sluÿe samo da istaknu društveni poloÿaj svojih privremenih
vlasnika.
U homerskom društvu je ona sfera koju bismo modernim terminima oznaåili kao „meðunarodno pravo" i „spoqnopolitiåki odnosi" bila obuhvaãena pojmom „gostinskog prijateqstva" (xeiníÊ), i
upravo ono je tema koja proÿima „Telemahiju", na åijem poåetku Telemah dostojno doåekuje oåevog xeînos-a Menta, a koja se nastavqa
mladiãevom prvom plovidbom preko mora u posetu oåevim „gostinskim prijateqima" i završava wegovim povratkom u laði krcatoj
gostinskim darovima koje je dobio od Menelaja, i koji je svakako
trebalo da osnaÿe ugled mladog pretendenta na presto u wegovom zaviåaju. Pojam xeiníÊ igra vaÿnu ulogu i u raspletu Odiseje, u ubistvu
prosaca, jer se ono opravdava wihovim narušavawem gostinskih
obiåaja. Kako je to veã zapaÿeno, nadmetawe prosaca u zatezawu
Odisejeva luka, koje prethodi wihovom pokoqu, ima ritualno, i to
inicijatiåko, znaåewe. Ono se moÿe porediti sa gråkom legendom o
postanku Skita kod Herodota, ali i sa takmiåewem za ruku princeze
Site u Ramajani, koju osvaja Rama pošto je jedini uspeo da zategne
(zapravo slomi) Šivin luk. I Odisejev luk ima posebno poreklo,
on je nekada pripadao slavnom strelcu Euritu koji se ravnao s Apolonom; uostalom, zatezawe luka u Odisejevu dvoru odvija se upravo
na praznik toga boga, a on je ne samo boÿanski strelac, nego i oliåewe efeba i pokroviteq mladiãke inicijacije, povezan dubinskim
vezama prasrodstva sa staroindijskim Rudrom-Šivom, koji je takoðe
„Strelac" (¡arva-) i predvodnik nebeske åete Marutâ koja oliåava
zemaqsku ratniåku druÿinu, te se ovde moÿe govoriti o još praindoevropskom epskom motivu sa jasnom inicijatiåkom podlogom. Kako se ispitu podvrgavaju svi prosci, implicitno izlazi da oni, iako veã u zrelim godinama, još nisu bili inicirani; to se objašwava åiwenicom da su oni predstavnici generacije odrasle bez oåeva,
buduãi da potiåu iz najuglednijih porodica sa podruåja odakle je
Odisej dvadeset godina ranije odveo borce u dvanaest laða pod Troju, od kojih se niko nije vratio osim wega samog, koji preuzima ulogu inicijanta i smrãu kaÿwava wihov neuspeh. Wegovo obrazloÿe38

we: da nisu poštovali zakone gostoprimstva, pojaåava kontrast prema Telemahu, jedinom koji se pokazao kadrim da zategne luk, jer je
on, premda je i sam odrastao bez oca, Atininim zalagawem uspeo
ono što oni, iako stariji od wega, nisu: da u socijalnom smislu sazri i izraste u liånost saobraznu svome poreklu i društvenom poloÿaju.
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